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INTERNAL PROCEDURE RULES  

for 

Jaanikese Firing Range 

 

1. It is prohibited to leave weapons and ammunition out of 

attention. Every shooter him/herself is responsible for preservation of 

his/her weapon and ammunition or weapon and ammunition lent or 

rented to him. 

2. In the firing range, it allowed to step on the firing line and leave it only 

when the person responsible gives pertinent permission. 

3. In case a person or an animal enters into the shooting area or there 

appears some other danger, the person responsible or the shooter who 

notices the danger first shall terminate shooting and give the other 

shooters the command “END OF FIRE” and “DISCHARGE 

WEAPONS”. 

4. In the shooting rage, it is allowed to carry out weapon maintenance or 

prepare weapons for shooting only in a special determined area. 

5. Spectators may stay only in the special determined area. 

6. It is absolutely prohibited to stay in the firing rage and participate in 

shooting while intoxicated or under the influence of narcotic, 

psychotropic or psychotoxic substances. 
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SAFETY DEMANDS 

of 

Jaanikese Firing Range 
 

1. Every participant in competitions and shooting training exercises must 

know and follow safety requirements for handling of weapons and 

ammunition. 

2. It is absolutely prohibited to point weapons (even if they are discharged) 

anywhere else but the target butt and shoot at target frames, numbers, 

flags, cables, equipment, etc. 

3. Weapons can be loaded only at the firing line and only after hearing the 

“LOAD!” command by the person responsible (trainer, referee, 

instructor).". 

4. In case of slow shooting, a weapon may be loaded only by one 

cartridge. In case of shooting from 25 metres, a pistol or a revolver may 

be loaded with up to five cartridges. 

5. Shooting may start after hearing the command “FIRE” by the person 

responsible. 

6. Every referee, responsible person and shooter is obliged to terminate 

shooting on command “END OF FIRE” and “DISCHARGE 

WEAPONS!” in case an unauthorised person or an animal enters into 

the shooting area or there appears other danger. 

7. In order to avoid unintended shooting, a shooter shall use only weapons 

that are in good order. 

8. When a shooter is not shooting at the firing line, his/her weapon has to 

be discharged and lock open. 

9. Nobody, except for the shooting instructors and referees, is allowed to 

touch weapons during intervals between shooting sessions, when there 

might be people in the shooting area, or to touch or take the shooter’s 

weapon without his/her permission. 

10. After the last shot or command “END OF FIRE” and “DISCHARGE 

WEAPONS”, the shooter shall immediately discharge his/her weapon, 

open the lock and without leaving his/her place submit the weapon to 

the referee or the instructor. 

11. Outside the firing line, the weapon has to be in its encasement (holster, 

case, box). 

12. Smoothbore barrel firearms must be opened when leaving the place of 

shooting. 

13. It is prohibited to leave weapons and ammunition out of attention. 

14. Training without cartridge may take place only at firing line. 


